Lunetten 4D

Utrecht, The Netherlands, 1981- 82

Flexible facades of row houses,

Flats and duplexes around a half entrance courtyard.

Urban Tissue
This Open Building project has been built in the center area of ‘Lunetten’, a new district in
the south-west of the city of Utrecht, the Netherlands. It includes 262 dwellings, 173 rooms
and 360m2 office space. The urban tissue of the project was a follow up of the ‘Molenvliet’
tissue model in Papendrecht: a high density low-rise fabric around front and back courtyards.
But Here in Utrecht the model has been applied in new way: not on one area, but on different
locations, mixed with other projects: a shopping center, a community center, a school and a
housing center for elderly. Access galleries of the last link directly with our housing blocs B
and C so that elevators of the elderly can be used by disabled occupants of our project.
Different architects worked together to realize this urban fabric.
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Five locations of the support structure in the urban tissue, mixed with other housing projects and facilities

The project areas in the district ‘Lunetten’ of the city of Utrecht.
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The low rise high density base building of the Lunetten project include flats, duplexes and
row houses in 15 dwelling types: for students, young workers, small and larges families,
elderly, disabled and little companies. Private storages (bikes, etc.) are located in the corners
of front courts while small parking gareges, accessable from streets, are intergrated in the
corners of the backside courts. The high of north facades of rowhouses mesure 3m to allow
enough sunshine in the gardens.
The support structure can be applied in high density urban areas, especially in case of city
renovation or a filling up of open city holes.
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Blocs A and B. To the right: a school and housing for elderly
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Model of ‘Bloc’ A: Row houses, flats, duplexes and parking garages in the north corners of the garden court.

From left to right: Public and private gardens, parking garage, roof terraces, access galleries and stairs.

Most dwellings upstairs are provided with spacious roof terraces (ca. 25m2) and accessible by
galleries, staircases and exceptionally by a public elevator.

Parcellation

Bloc B: Parcellation of the ground level.

Bloc B: Parcellation of the second floor.

Bloc B: Parcellation of the third floor.

Bloc B: Parcellation and of the fourth floor.

The square grid of 540 x 540cm of the support structure resulted from a ‘sector’ analyse of a
divers housing program and other fonctions like parking garage and small offices. A sector is
a free infilliable space of the support structure, provided with a façade and a shaft. Two
sectors units are built by a simple tunnel formwork of 540 x 1080cm. Dwellings of more than
2 sectors got extra by wall openings or stair holes in the floors. See also drawing ‘dwelling
types’.
In the support structure 262 row houses, flats and the duplexes are subdivided in 15 different
types. Compared to the Molenvliet project – 67 dwelling types - this limitation symplified the
project management for the architect, the building company, and the housing association
during the infill procedure. The architect decided the location of the dwelling types, the
entrance, the basic dimensions and the private outdoor space.

The 173 rooms for students and young workers have been designed in dwellings for groups of
6 to 7. The student homes are located above parking garages while young workers live in
duplexes on the third floor. Both larger units might be reparcelled lateron in smaller ones.
The main topic of the project has not been the flexibility of parcellation but the mixture of
different dwellings types, appropriate to different types of households, and of course the free
infill of the 262 dwellings with the users as explained hereafter.
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North façade of ‘bloc’ B along the canal: duplexes and flats, parking garages, stairs and a public elevator.

South façade of ‘bloc’ B: Row houses, flats and duplexes downstairs and upstairs.

Experimental
Although the project was a kind of follow-up project of the official Molenvliet ‘Experiment’ –
tissue-support-infill and user participation - the Dutch Ministry of Housing granted the
Lunetten project again ‘Experimental’, and admitted an extra subsidy plus the free lay-out of
each unit. They endorsed the many-sidedness of the support-infill practice, and judged it
impossible test the principles in only one project. Moreover they designated the following
characteristics as innovative:
- integration of a support structure in a larger urban tissue, based on spatial agreements;
- consistent integration of diverse building types in one urban tissue;
- a more efficient and cost saving support structure, offering still a diversity of dwelling
types and sizes, and allowing later changes;
- integration of homes for students and young workers following different programs,
allowing a transformation into smaller dwellings;
- integration of small parking garages in a housing structure.
Besides those characteristics the project has also some other improvements:
- long uninterrupted access galleries on the third floor that saved stairs and allowed one
public elevator for disabled people;
- the positioning near the entrance doors of the cabinets for meters and central heaters
facilitates the control and liberates infill connections in four directions to the shafts. The
meters are related to the shaft by fixed pipes in the floors. Other pipes in the floors relate
the heaters with radiators. Electra floor pipes related the meters to connection points in
the support walls near floors and the ceilings to the shaft.

Infill
As compared to the Molenvliet project the infill procedure of 262 row houses and duplexes
became more professional.
Beforehand we had to design a fictional infill lay-out of each dwelling type in accordance to
the housing regulations in order to know their capacity, infill price, subsidy and basic rent.
Those fictional lay-outs served also in case a potential renter withdrew.
As architect of the support we had no role to play in the infill sessions with the users. The
housing association ‘Lunetten BV’, wanted to manage the whole infill procedure by
themselves. They appointed a user-consultant, architect Piet Priems, MSc. who selected five
students in housing ecology of the Wageningen University. The students followed an
intensive training in user participation and in possible layouts and fit-outs of the different
dwelling types of the project.
4 steps of infill process:
1. Information evening and presentation of Molenvliet film.
2. Explanation of dwelling types, allocation of the parcels and payment of deposit by users..
3. First private consultation of 1,5 hour.
4. Tryout in the flexible full size model in the Eindhoven university
5. Second consultation and agreement on lay-out and fit-out and façade infill.

Infill designing with users and the 1 : 1 model at Eindhoven University with the design grid on floor and ceiling.

The infill consultants used the 30cm design grid of the SAR65. This grid, sub-devised 30 cm
in 10 and 20cm bands, regulates the placement of partitions and load bearing walls, both
‘ending’ in the 10cm bands. All piping lay in the free 20cm bands. Those rules have been
formalized in a norm, the NEN 2883, as a base of modular coordination.
The infill of 67% of the 262 duplexes and row houses have been designed with the users, 33%
got the fictional lay-out.

Infill sketches around the shafts after infill consultation with users. All partitions in the 10cm bands.

Central shaft

Infill connections of gas, water, electric, sewage and ventilation can be connected in four directions.

The main collective vertical support pipes for sewage, water, heating, phone and TV are
placed in a space of 50 x 50cm and fixed on a metal framework of 20 x 50cm. The main,
vertical ventilation, pipe is located in a corner. This allows all horizontal infill connections in
4 directions, following the layout of a unit.

Dwelling types with different infill examples.
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Infill system
Housing association ‘Lunetten B.V.’ chose the ‘Bruynzeel Inbouwpakket’, an infill system
developed and manufactured by the Dutch industry for kitchens and doors Bruynzeel.
Contractor Wilma-Oost had to accept Bruynzeel as infill subcontractor to assure the important
transition and connection of support and infill.

Bruynzeel special trailer with infill components on the building side.

Infill components around still open shaft in the center, waiting to be assembled

Assemblage of partitions clamped between floor and ceiling

linking partition wall and bathroom floor (left)

Users did choose out of a range of bathroom floors. The 10cm raised fiber floors allowed a
ring drain out of view. An non-practical solution because local raised floors are difficult for
wheelchair users.

Façade system.
The Swedish subcontractor Mireshö delivered a flexible wooden façade system of 1,5m large
units in which the users could choose doors, windows, glass and panels of different
dimensions. The frames could be chosen in 5 different colors.
During the consultation meetings we discovered that most occupants approach the subdivision
of their façades from indoor activities, view and daylight, thus from inside out contrary to
how we are used to.

The Mireshö Façade system: 3 times 1,5 m frames with windows, doors, glace, panels, ventilation, etc.

Two different entrance facades.

Flexible façade system of row houses.
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